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Chapter 506

The situation of this grandson at this moment, and the rich second generation who
grabbed sh!t on YouTube some time ago, is really a match…

Fredmen drank it, wiped his mouth, and hurriedly said, “Where is the medicine? Quick!
Give it to me!”

Charlie took a liter of thick black medicinal soup from the hand of his servant, and
sprinkled in his fingertips a little bit of scraps that had just been picked from the pill.

Afterwards, he smiled and brought the medicinal soup to Fredmen, and said with a
smile: “Come on, Fredmen, please!”

There was a strong smell in Fredmen’s mouth. At this moment, he couldn’t wait to cover
up with a little other smell, so he picked up the soup and took a big sip.

This mouthful of medicinal soup hardly fainted him bitterly.

He had never tasted anything so bitter in his life. It was so d*mn bitter, like 10,000
bottles of licorice slices melted into this bowl of medicinal soup.

And this medicinal soup is not only bitter, but it also burns badly!

The tongue that burned in the mouth became numb, and then the whole mouth was
numb.

Drinking into the stomach, the whole stomach feels like drinking sulfuric acid, burning
uncomfortable.



However, at the same moment when he drank it, Fredmen immediately felt a different
kind of heat spreading from his stomach to the bottom.

The pain there was relieved immediately!

Hey! What a f*cking god!

Fredmen was so excited, he didn’t care that the ghost was going to die, so he poured in.

When he drank it, the dregs in the bottom were as thick as black sesame paste, and
when he drank it in, it was pasted in mouth. It was uncomfortable.

However, he swallowed all the dregs of medicine into his stomach for the sake of effect.

At this time, his entire mouth was numb to death. He didn’t know that at this moment his
taste buds were burned out by the ghost medicine soup. What he eats in the next few
months will definitely be tasteless. What’s more, the mouth his will always be numb, and
the burning pain is enough for him.

More importantly, this medicine burns the stomach and intestines. In the next few
months, he estimates that he will scavenge several times a day. In short, there will be
sins.

However, Fredmen didn’t have the energy to experience the discomfort in other places
now. He felt more and more that the painful part of the ulcer was refreshed and
comfortable, and the whole person seemed to be much easier.

“It’s amazing, it feels effective!”

Fredmen was overjoyed and immediately took off his pants in front of everyone.

When he glanced at it, he was almost excited to shed tears, the place where the fester
was originally present, healed quickly! This is really amazing!

At this time, Charlie said calmly: “Your ulcer should have been cured, but your nerves
have been necrotic. It must be very difficult to regain your strength in the future, and I
advise you not to take that medicine indiscriminately, otherwise Maybe there will be the
same experience again.



Fredmen nodded repeatedly.

Since the roots began to fester, he no longer hopes to regain his glory, as long as he
can let it stay there, he is already satisfied.

I’m fine now, my roots are kept!

Charlie said faintly at this time: “Fredmen, you should be grateful that at the auction that
day, I took the 300-year-old premium purple ginseng, not you. Otherwise, with your
condition. If you took the 300-year-old premium Purple ginseng, I’m afraid it will just rot
away there, instantly. Giving you no time”

Fredmen was scared after a while.

At this moment, in front of Charlie, he didn’t dare to pretend to be forced, and he could
only say respectfully: “Thank you, Mr. Wade for your rescue!”

Charlie said, “Since you have recovered now, there is no need to embarrass the Wei
family, right?”

“Of course, of course!” Fredmen nodded repeatedly.

Although I have suffered a lot of crimes, since the roots have been cured, there is
indeed no need to continue to talk to Wei’s.

Now he is full of sadness for Aurous Hill, as if he has come to Aurous Hill and his life
has not been better.

At this time, his roots were also preserved. Deep down in his heart, he wanted to return
to Eastcliff and leave the sad place of Aurous Hill behind forever…
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After suffering so many wrongs, Fredmen really wanted to go home.

Moreover, he knew that he could not find a way to restore his glory in Aurous Hill, so he
wanted to return to Eastcliff again to see if he could find an expert.



One more thing is very important. His mother is nearly eighty-four years old. As the
eldest son, he must go back to celebrate her birthday.

However, his mother asked him to invite Tianqi over, but now it seems that Tianqi still
did not forgive him.

However, he still asked Tianqi tentatively: “Uncle, it will be my mother’s birthday banquet
in a few days. I wonder if you can come to Eastcliff to enjoy it?”

Tianqi said blankly: “Fredmen, I have already told you that there is no relationship
between me and the Willson family, so you don’t need to waste your tongue anymore
about the birthday party.”

Fredmen sighed softly and nodded.

Even though he wanted to put Tianqi this bad Old Master on the ground, he still said
very humblely: “Since Uncle has made a decision, Fredmen is not reluctant to force it. If
this is the case, then I will return to Eastcliff first. .”

Tianqi nodded.

Fredmen glanced at him, then looked at Charlie, his teeth tickled with hatred, but still did
not say a word, took his bodyguard, and left dingy.

Seeing that the plague god finally left, Youngzheng was completely relieved.

Moreover, he discovered that he actually got a good prescription because of a blessing
in disguise.

It turns out that the root ulcer can be treated with a dozen traditional medicine soup and
combined with his own urine treatment. This is amazing. If anyone has such a thing in
the future, then he can completely treat him!

Thinking of this, he hurriedly stepped forward and said respectfully: “Mr. Wade is truly a
Aurous Hill genius doctor, and his medical skills are admired. Today, thanks to Mr.
Wade’s action, my Wei family can survive. The Wei family will remember Mr. Wade’s
kindness forever. .”



The others also bowed their hands and saluted Charlie: “Thank you, Mr. Wade, for
saving the Wei family in the fire and water. We are grateful.”

Charlie glanced at them, and said lightly: “I’m not here to hear that you are grateful to
me.”

With that, Charlie pointed at Liang and said to Youngzheng: “Since Liang has solved
your Wei family’s troubles, as you said, he should be the chairman of Wei’s
Pharmaceuticals now, right? When are you going for the official announcement?”

When Youngzheng heard this, a trace of dissatisfaction flashed in his eyes. He was the
head of the Wei family. When was it the turn of an outsider to drink?

Besides, how could it be possible to get that wild species as the chairman of Wei’s
Pharmaceuticals?

Barena on the side was also furious, this outsider was really too much! Helping that wild
species to grab the chairmanship? Doesn’t he know that he is eldest son of the Wei
family?

Liang, who had been insulted for half his life, was extremely excited at this time, and his
eyes were full of gratitude when he looked at Charlie.

At this time, he already regarded Charlie as a second-born parent,

however……

Youngzheng smiled at this moment, and said unhurriedly: “Mr. Wade, to tell you, this is
the Wei family’s family affair, not to mention the appointment of the chairman of the
board, which is of great importance, and we have to consider long-term considerations.”
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What he meant was that you, Charlie, are just an outsider, don’t interfere with the Wei
family!

When Liang heard this, his excitement instantly fell into the ice cellar.



He finally realized that he had been tricked.

And it was miserable.

Dad was not prepared to give him a chance at all.

Even if he took out the precious snow ginseng that his mother left for him, even if he
begged Charlie to save the Wei family, his father was still not going to make him the
chairman.

At this moment, Charlie frowned, looked at Youngzheng, and asked coldly: “What? Do
you want to regret it?”

Youngzheng hurriedly said: “Mr. Wade, you don’t know anything about this. What I told
the two dogs at that time was that if anyone can help the family solve this problem,
whoever has the opportunity to be the chairman of the board, Liang contributes to the
family today. , Of course, I will make a note for him. When the chairman is elected in the
future, he will naturally have a better chance of winning.”

Youngzheng’s rhetoric is a complete rogue, whoever solves the crisis can become
chairman of the board, and he changed his claim that whoever solves the crisis will
have the opportunity to become chairman.

This “has a chance”, he took the initiative of the whole thing completely in his own
hands, which is like putting a coin in the hand, and start with it. The coin is positive, and
the coin is reversed. It’s the opposite, who can win him?

Barena beside him was also a little angry at this time. Anyway, Fredmen is gone, and
the crisis has been resolved. He is not so afraid of Charlie anymore. He just blurted out:
“Charlie, the family affairs of our Wei family. It has nothing to do with outsiders. If you
are acquainted, get out, the Wei family still has no turn to play wild!”

Youngzheng is also the kind of old dog that employs people forwards instead of
backwards. Seeing that his son has come out and tore his face, he simply said directly:
“To be honest, I absolutely cannot give Wei’s Pharmaceuticals to this wild species from
Changbai Mountain. , I have played with countless women in my life. This wild mother is
the second one. d*mn, she’s just a village girl. If I were not young and hot, I would feel
uncomfortable around her.”



When Liang heard this, he shouted angrily: “How can you say that to my mother!”

Youngzheng glared his eyebrows and shouted coldly: “Why? Do you still want to bark
your teeth with me? It’s really a d*mn unfamiliar wild species! In this case, the Wei
family has raised you for so many years, and you don’t know how to repay us. In a vain
attempt at the Wei family’s family business? In my opinion, you will get out of the Wei
family from now on!”

Liang lowered his head and stood sullenly on the side. Deep down in his heart, he had
accepted the failure. He blamed himself for being naive and believing Youngzheng’s
words!

That being the case, it doesn’t make any sense to stay in Wei’s house, so it’s better to
make a clean break with them!

Thinking of this, Liang clenched his fists, gritted his teeth and said, “Okay! From now on,
I and your family will be absolutely gracious!”

Barena was overjoyed in his heart, and said with a smirk: “You wild species, you still
have to die with us. We wanted to kick you out a long time ago, don’t you know? After
raising you for so many years, it’s d*mn enough to waste food!”

Charlie looked at Youngzheng and asked in a cold voice: “Mr. Wei, are you blatantly
asking for revenge?”

Youngzheng said with disdain: “This is the Wei family’s business, and it has nothing to
do with you. The Wei family doesn’t welcome you right now. Get out of here!”

Youngzheng didn’t believe in Charlie’s background at all, but there was a prescription
that could cure Fredmen’s illness. Such a person would definitely not be able to treat
himself.

Moreover, now Fredmen’s illness has been cured, and he has also left the Wei family.
Even if he was hit and killed by a car when he went out, it had nothing to do with the
Wei family.

That being the case, why bother to put Charlie in his eyes?
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Youngzheng’s rebellion did not exceed Charlie’s expectations.

As long as there is more than one child in the family, it is difficult for parents to treat
everyone fairly. This is human nature.

It’s as if the Old Mrs. Willson always felt that Claire didn’t want to leave Charlie because
she didn’t know how to raise her. Wendy, who had always listened to her, naturally
pleased her even more.

In Youngzheng’s eyes, he didn’t regard Liang as his own son at all. For so many years,
he was only raised in the Wei family as a servant. How could he be willing to pass on
the entire family business to him.

At this moment, Charlie looked at Youngzheng and asked him in a cold voice, “I will give
you one last chance to give the chairmanship to the right person. You can speak after
you think about it.”

Youngzheng sneered and said: “I don’t need to think about it. I’ll tell you again. I can’t
give Liang the position of chairman! Let me tell you the truth. I never thought of giving
him the position of chairman from the beginning, even if He saved the Wei family today,
too. In my eyes, he will always be an illegitimate child who can’t make it to the table. A
woman from a village in Changbai Mountain carries the waste of his birth!”

With that said, Youngzheng looked at Liang again and yelled: “And you, you are a dog
who eats inside and out. I have raised you for so many years. I want you to be a dog in
Wei’s family. You dare to covet the chairmanship. If I knew you had such wolf ambitions,
I shouldn’t have brought you back, but after that woman died, I should have thrown you
into a ravine of Changbai Mountain!”

Liang showed unwilling eyes and was extremely angry: “Youngzheng, you can insult
me, but you can’t insult my mother!”

“Your mother?” Youngzheng said contemptuously: “A village girl at the foot of Changbai
Mountain, who doesn’t measure her strength, still dreams of marrying me, thinking of
her will only make me feel sick!”



Liang trembled with anger and violent blue veins, and shouted angrily: “Youngzheng,
you have insulted my mother over and over again, I’m fighting with you!”

When he was about to rush up, Charlie suddenly stopped him and said lightly: “Don’t do
anything with this kind of old crap. You, as the head of the Wei family and the chairman
of Wei’s pharmaceutical company, will not let someone gossiping.”

When Charlie said this, all the people present were stunned.

Youngzheng was surprised at first, then laughed loudly: “You kid is really interesting, do
you think you have the final say about the Wei family?”

Charlie nodded and said calmly: “Today I said he is the head of the Wei family, he is the
head of the Wei family!”

Youngzheng said contemptuously: “Boy, you have cured Fredmen, I will forgive you
once, now get out, I won’t care about you, otherwise, I will let you know that the Wei
family is not easy to mess with!”

Barena also kept yelling from the side: “Charlie, I haven’t accounted for you the last
time! If you don’t know how to promote today, then I will even count the benefits with
you!”

Charlie stepped forward, slapped him in circles!

No one thought that Charlie would would do it!

Everyone in the Wei family is going to rush up. Not only is Charlie not afraid at all, but
rather arrogantly coldly said: “You will listen to me. From today onwards, I, Charlie will
officially chase Youngzheng and Barena and his son. I give killing order! Which of you is
not afraid of death, you can stand for them. I don’t mind adding a few more names to
the killing order!”

The chasing order in the underground world is like the “fantastic” in the Hong Kong
movie. Once the chasing order is issued and a reward is added, the entire underground
world will be mobilized to hunt down the victims for the high reward.



Now Ichiro, who is raising a dog in Orvel’s kennel, was ordered by his brother to kill in
Japan. The reward amount is only 50 million. There are already countless people who
are ready to move. If the reward is 50 million The heads of the Wei family father and
son, then they will not be peaceful in this life.

When Youngzheng heard that Charlie was going to chase down him and his son, he
immediately sneered: “Do you think you are great? My Wei family is worth at least one
billion. I can take one billion out and give you another chase. A stronger killing order!”

Charlie said disdainfully: “You rubbish, you are not qualified to pursue the killing order.”

With that said, Charlie took out his phone and called Mr. Orvel directly!

Immediately, the phone was connected, and Orvel respectfully asked, “Mr. Wade, what
are your orders?”

Charlie said: “Mr. Orvel, give me a chasing order. I want to hunt down Youngzheng and
Barena his son! A reward of 100 million! It will take effect today at 12 o’clock in the
morning!”

Mr. Orvel said immediately: “Mr. Wade don’t worry, I will tell the whole city!”
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Immediately afterwards, Barena’s mobile phone popped up a WeChat message
frantically.

He has a WeChat group with families that have a good relationship with the Wei family.
Now the heads of these families are crazy

“Barena, how did you provoke Orvel? Now he is offering a bonus of 100 million, and he
wants you and your dad’s head! Effective tonight!”

Barena’s face turned dark, and his heart was shocked and scared.

Before he could reply, another message was posted in the group.



“f*ck, Solmon White, the Patriarch of the White Family, has added a 100 million bonus to
the Wei family and his son’s chasing orders for the arena!”

“Qin Gang, the Patriarch of the Qin Family, has also taken action, and the bonus has
now increased to 300 million!”

“My God! The Song family has also taken action! They directly added 200 million, and
now the bonus is 500 million!”

Barena’s face was extremely pale, the phone fell directly to the ground and the screen
broke.

Youngzheng on the side hurriedly asked: “Barena, what happened?”

Barena was sweating profusely, and said the matter to Youngzheng in a panic.

When Youngzheng heard these words, he was so frightened!

what happened?

Why is this young man so influential?

Orvel was the only one who looked at him, and the White family and Qin family also
showed their courtesy to him.

What is even more frightening is that the Song family, the largest family in Aurous Hill,
has to flatter him? ! What is the origin of this guy? !

Five hundred million bonuses, so much money is placed here, he’s afraid that the
underground world of the country will treat him and his sons as treasures!

He was really scared this time. Looking at Charlie with an indifferent expression, his
legs softened and he knelt directly on the ground, his face covered with cold sweat, and
his whole body was shaking uncontrollably!

“Mr. Wade, be merciful! Be merciful!”



Youngzheng also knelt on the ground and began to plead, “Mr. Wade, I was wrong. I
don’t know Your excellency. Please forgive me. I will never dare to do it again. I am
willing to be a dog for you. !”

Charlie looked at them coldly, and said lightly: “You want to live now? Were you not
arrogant just now?”

Youngzheng slapped himself immediately, crying and said, “Mr. Wade, I am always
confused. I didn’t turn my mind just now. Please forgive me…”

After speaking, Youngzheng immediately said, “Mr. Wade, from now on Liang will be the
chairman of Wei’s Pharmaceuticals and the head of the Wei family! Are you satisfied
now?”

Charlie said lightly: “If you said that when I asked you first, I would have been satisfied,
but if you say it now, I am not so satisfied.”

Youngzheng frightened his liver, and hurriedly asked, “Mr. Wade, how can you be
satisfied?”

Charlie looked at him and said coldly with the pale face of Barena: “Aren’t you 10,000
people who look down on Changbai Mountain and Liang, the woman who grew up
under Changbai Mountain? Well, then you and your eldest son, in this life Just go to
Changbai Mountain to dig ginseng, and you can’t leave Changbai Mountain forever!”

Speaking of this, Charlie’s expression became extremely cold, and he said word by
word: “Listen to me for a lifetime, you can’t leave Changbai Mountain!”


